
Modelling Political Polarisation 
with Uncertain Signalling of 
Moral Values

Why care about political polarisation?
• Rising political polarisation increases cases of politically-driven violence, animosity 

between political groups, and ultimately threatens the efficiency of democratic 
processes

How do people become politically polarised?
• Political identity is stable and clearly defined for most people1 à ”I am a

conservative”
• But most are unable to infer political identity from policy stances or have a grounding 

ideology2 à “What underlies conservatism?”
• How do they find others of the same identity or signal their own identity?
• Political groups (liberals/conservatives) value aspects of morality reliably differently3-5

(see Figure 1)

What did we investigate?
• A theory of political polarisation via moral values with inference and signaling of 

political identity from outcomes of moral choices (an expression of moral values) 
• Combined with preferences to be with and like one’s political ingroup6,7 and avoid 

moral conflict8
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BACKGROUND & METHODS

Figure 1
Moral Foundations Ratings for Political Identities
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Figure note. Adapted from Graham et al. (2011) 5.

Overall aim
To formally test whether inference and signalling of moral values via moral values is a 

plausible theory for how people determine political identity and become polarised

Research Questions
1. How do differing levels of internal moral conflict impact patterns of polarisation?
2. How do moral values change over time as a joint function of adopting similar values as 

other ingroup members and uncertainty in identifying ingroup members?
3. What impact does variation in tolerance (i.e., willingness to allow ingroup members 

whose values do not precisely match your own) have on (un)happiness, values drift, and 
polarisation?

4. Do the answers to these align with existing any empirical findings?

How did we go about it?
• We created a computer simulated model where individuals (agents) interacted to form 

groups with others they thought were like them 
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Dissimilarity Tolerance on Exclusive Group Formation

Figure 3*
Average Polarisation (in Happiness and Perceived Ingroup neighbours vs Actual Ingroup 
neighbours) based on Tolerance
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• 30 % dissimilarity tolerance à highest accuracy in inferring others’ political identity
• BUT here, liberals and conservatives differed the most:

• Liberals form more exclusive groups9 (i.e., more echo chamber like conditions)
• Conservatives feel more isolated/unhappy10

Moral Conflict Effects on Exclusive Group Formation

• More moral conflict made agents less happy and perceive themselves as more 
isolated
• Liberals were impacted more by conflict, but experienced it less than 

conservatives8

• Comparing agents with similar degrees of conflict, conservatives were lower on 
these outcomes than liberals

Resolving Conflict and Dissimilarity Tolerance
• Conservatives were more likely to disengage when encountering conflict across 

levels of tolerance towards dissimilar others (See Figure 5 on next slide)
• Higher tolerance increases copying from others (See Figure 5 on next slide)

How did the model work?
• Agents had the following properties:
• A political identity (Liberal/Conservative)
• Five moral decision weights (one for each 

moral foundation; see Figure 1) based on 
distributions6 for liberals and conservatives 

• Five most recent outcomes of their moral 
choices – only information available to 
other agents

• Agents completed the following each round:
1. Inference of the political identity of 

adjacent agents by match of past choices 
(Top box, Figure 2)

2. Moral decision making and update moral 
values (Middle section, Figure 2)

3. Whether agents are content based on 
outcomes of 1. and 2., otherwise they will 
move away from their current neighbours 
(Bottom box, Figure 2)

How did we use the model?
• Approximately, 1,900 agents were simulated 

for 100 interactions in 20 independent 
simulations for 16 combinations (4 x 4 levels) 
of tolerance and influence (see levels in Table 
1, below; yielding around 61.6 million data 
points) 

• Sensitivity analysis of external moral choice 
conditions – 6 combinations of choice 
prevalence and choice invariance (see levels in 
Table 1, below; 96 combinations in total) 

Figure 2
Each Agent’s Decision Making Process
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RESULTS

Dissimilarity Tolerance, Social Influence, and Values Drift
Figure 6*
Moral Values Drift Over Time by Dissimilarity Tolerance

• At their most accurate (30 %) only liberals’ moral values become more extreme 
• Care and fairness value increases
• Purity value decreases

• As tolerance increases, moral values shift toward liberal profile (see Figure 6; compare to 
Figure 1)
• Stronger social influence leads to more pronounced shift (not shown)

• Greater polarisation facilitates more unhappiness and immoral behaviour in conservatives 
than liberals

• Liberals polarise via sustained exclusive groups more than conservatives
• These results support moral values as a signal to infer political identity 
• Further research could explore:

• Empirical investigation of our model predictions
• Individual differences on social/cognitive processes/boundaries
• Shared reality represented as media framings
• Political leadership

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DIRECTION

*Columns indicate dissimilarity tolerance level (10 % / 30 % / 60 % / 80 %). Choice prevalence was at  33 % and 
choice invariance at 99 %.  Figures are collapsed across levels of influence (see Table 1).

Figure 5*
Proportion of Conflicts Resolved by Strategy for Liberals (red) and 
Conservatives(blue)
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